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I.

Introduction

Established in 2012, ACTION FOR THE NEEDY IN ETHIOPIA (ANE) is steadily growing with an
increasing effort to reach out to the most vulnerable communities with a comprehensive agenda. ANE
was registered as the Ethiopian resident with license No.2825 by FDRE charities and societies
agency/CHSA/ to work in pastoral and Agro Pastoral Regions in Ethiopia. ANE was granted operational
license from Ministry of Agriculture Disaster Risk Management and food security sector to work in 9
Regional States of the country. Initially, it started working in Guji and Borena zones of Oromia Region
and Liben Zone of Somali Region for they were suffering from recurrent drought.
In the past four years, ANE has reached and served more than 350 thousand beneficiaries including most
vulnerable host communities and refugees. It provides critically needed humanitarian support - shelter,
food, water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH), livelihood, prevention of communicable diseases and
educational material support. These services are provided in response to emergency needs with a focus on
saving lives and mitigating human suffering caused and perpetuated by human-made and natural
disasters.
II.
Strategic plan
ANE has developed a strategic five years plan to be implemented between 2016 and 2020. Based on our
experiences and with full understanding of the implications of the diversity of humanitarian and
development needs that have to be addressed in a comprehensive agenda, ANE’s multi-sectoral
engagement in the next few years will be directed under two major strategic goals.
Strategic Goal One
Continuation and consolidation of humanitarian service delivery, saving lives and mitigating human
suffering, based on comprehensive engagement in relief, recovery, rehabilitation and resilience.
Alleviating the adversity and complexity of the needs of the vulnerable, host communities and refugees
represents our primary line of strategic and operational focus. The humanitarian imperative is what drives
the nature and scale of our intervention and engagement.
Strategic Goal Two
Continuation and consolidation of livelihood support with increasing contribution to basic human
development.
III.

Operational Areas

ANE is permitted to operate in 9 regional states of the country, namely: Oromia, SNNPR, Tigray,
Somali, Afar, Amhara, Benshangul-Gumuz, Gambella and Harari. So far, with the objective of reducing
the plight of pastoral/ agro-pastoral communities and refugees, ANE has been working to reach the
neediest households living in Liben, Negelle, Megado, Dillo ,Bule-Hora, Sude, Woredas of Oromia
Region, Moyale and Udet woredas and Haliwayni, Buramino and Kobe refugee camps of Somali Region
, Jewi, Kule, Terkidi, Negunyyiel and Pamdong refugee camps of Gambella Region and Gureshembola, Bambasi and Sherkole refugee of Benishangul Gumuz Regional state.
HQ in Addis Ababa with operational branch and coordination offices in Negelle, Mega, Gambella Assosa
and Melkadida.
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IV.
Organizational structure
The General Assembly consists of 41 persons is the supreme body of the organization. The board of
directors which was elected from among the General assembly has seven members who execute the
General assembly’s decision, prepare directives and guide the management body. There are two
important committees, namely the Advisory Committee and Fund Raising/Income Generating Committee
whose accountabilities are to the board. Moreover, to make project operations effective, ANE has well
organized staffs at both operational areas and HQ.

Fig .1. ANE`s Organizational structure
V.

Partnership

ANE strives to address the suffering of the most vulnerable and marginalized people in general and
refugees in different parts of the country. ANE is working closely with Government offices at all levels.
It has established good relations with the FDRE of Administration for Refugees and Returnees Affairs
(ARRA), UNHCR, WHO, other Government and Non-Government bodies, various Embassies,
Coordination and cooperation offices and companies.
In 2017, UNHCR/ARRA, Turkish Cooperation and Coordination offices (TiKA) and International
Orthodox Church Charities Ethiopia (IOOCC-E) assisting and working closely with ANE.
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MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS BY REGION
1. OROMIA REGION IN DILLO AND MEGADO REFUGEE
SETTLEMENTS
The 2017 project is designed to assist 730 Kenyan Borena refugee HH through implementing
basic and important planned activities such as water trucking, repairing and maintenance of
constructed shelter in 2015. And also, construction of family latrine, preschool construction,
livelihood support, provision of energy saving stove, provision of HH lighting, training on
alternative livelihood, procurement and installation of diesel grinding mill, training of
environmental protection and related activities to be implemented from 1stJanuary to 31st
December, 2017.

i.

Potable water supply through water trucking

With the intention of helping the refugees hosted at Dillo & Megado settlements to provide access
to potable water through water trucking for one year, ANE planned to supply potable water 20
liters per person per day for 8,092 refugees and host communities in Dillo and Megado
settlements.
Accordingly, in the past 12 months (Jan-Dec 2017), ANE distributed more than 20 ltr/person/day
for 8092 refugees and surrounding host community members. The actual distribution is beyond
its plan due to the fact that certain amount of potable water was distributed to health centers and
schools found in the settlements.
The head quarter and the field coordination office of Mega have coordinated the timely and
equitable distribution of 20-liter potable water per person per day to all beneficiaries, organizing
the necessary logistic, financial & human resource inputs. The water committees of the refugee
settlements have also monitored the equitable distribution and supply of potable water on daily
basis.

ii.

Distribution of sheep and Goat for livestock

ANE have planned to distribute 800 sheep/ goats for targeted refugee for their livelihood
improvement. Since 2015 ANE have continued distributing the livestock (sheep/goats) on both
refugee settlements. The purchasing process were conducted in the presence of refugee livestock
committee and ANEs veterinary doctors by taking different mechanism. Based on the plan up to the
end of December 2017 ANE distributed 800breeding sheep/Goats out of which 510 breeding
sheep/Goats for Megado and 290 breeding sheep/goats for Dillo refugee HHs based on their family
size.

iii.

Follow up on the previously distributed breeding sheep/goats

ANE involved in distribution and monitoring of breeding sheep and goats, through its Mega filed
office have been doing the activity by hired professionals at both Megado and Dillo refugee
settlements. Continuing this follow-up up to the end of December, 2017, the breeding sheep and goats
at both settlements have been properly monitored and the necessary data has been collected.
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The field office of ANE with its assistant veterinarians is so far providing follow-up and technical
support for families who received breeding sheep and goats in 2015 and 2016. Based on the field
assessment report, in the past 12 months a total of 1,657 sheep/goats were born in Dillo and Megado
settlements. Thus, up to the end of November 2017, a total of 2,918 sheep and goats were borne.
However so far, in the last two years 82 sheep/goats recorded to be dead.

iv.

Environmental protection (Afforestation on the degraded land)

In 2017, ANE started environmental protection effort through clearing and preparing lands for
afforestation and at both settlements through mobilizing the refugees and host communities to plant
seedling at community and household level. Thus, ANE in collaboration with the district natural
resource division working on planting environmental friendly seedling through implementing the
following activities: -

Site selection for seedling plantation has already been accomplished at both settlement and 9hectare land in Megado and 2.25-hectare land in Dillo has already been demarcated, selective
bush thinning has been done and perimeter fencing has been accomplished.
- ANE in collaboration with Refugees and surrounding host communities planted 7,200 different
environmental friendly seedlings such as Moringa, Papaya, Nim, Nini, Eucalyptus trees (4,300 in
Dillo and 2,900Megado settlement) in communal level. And by hiring 10 incentive workers in
each settlement to continue the follow-ups.
- In addition, 300 seedling have planted in Megado settlement in the household level.
- In the month of July 2017, in collaboration with district natural resource division, pesticide and
insect side were applied in the planted seedling. In the reporting period, at both settlements the
survival rate of the planted seedling estimated to be in Megado 98% and Dillo 92%.

Fig. 1 planted different types of seedling in community level in Megado settlements in 2017
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Fig. 2 Vegetable garden in Household level in Megado settlements in 2017

v.

Training of incentive workers

In the month of May, 2017, ANE facilitated 4 sessions of hygiene and sanitation training which
participating 35 incentive workers (20 of the trainee from Megado and 15 of the trainee from Dillo
Kenyan Borena Refugee settlements). The training was given for all incentive workers of ANE and
some of the members of RCC. The training duration was 2 Days at each training sites. In addition,
the training was conducted in collaboration with Dire Woreda health office with the objective of
creating awareness to the entire community.

vi.

Solid waste disposal pit excavation

One of the activities, which have been planned in 2017 project is construction of six (6) solid
waste disposal pits for Megado and Dillo refugee settlements. Up to the end of August, 2017 ANE
facilitated the construction of five (6) solid waste disposal pit at both refugee settlement
(Dillo-2 and Megado-4).

vii.

Provision of environmental protection material

List of Environmental protection materials provides at Dillo and Megado Kenyan Borena
Refugee camps includeS/N

Item

Numbers

Megado

Dillo

Remark

1.

Work wear uniform

14

8

6

2.

Gump boots

14

8

6

3.

Cape

14

8

6

4.

Plastic hose

10m

10m

5. Plastic watering can

14

10

4

6. Rake

2

1

1

7. Spades

6

4

2

6

The materials are
currently being
used for the
environmental
protection
purposes at both
camps
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8. Pick

3

2

1

9. Digging tools

4

3

1

10 Machetes

5

3

2

11 Axe

4

2

2

2

2

12 Pesticide and
insecticide

viii.

4 bottles (each
with 2ltr)

Pre-school construction

In 2017, ANE plan to implement the construction work for pre-school, feeding center and teacher’s
resident in Megado settlement, which was started by NLCO. The sub-structure work of the preschool building is completed. Therefore, ANE plan to implement the construction work of the superstructure, finishing work and the remaining civil works. Up to the end of August 2017, the
construction of Pre- school, feeding center and teacher’s resident is fully completed. In connection
with this ANE procure the necessary pre-school class equipment such as 100 Desks, 4 Black-board
and 1 packet chock and 1 packet duster.

Fig.2 Constructed Pre-school in Megado settlement in 2017
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Fig.3 Feeding center under construction in Megado settlement in 2017

a. Construction of communal latrine for pre-schools
In 2017, ANE plan to construct 2 blocks of communal latrines for the new constructing pre-school in
Megado and the existing pre-school in Dillo settlements. Therefore, the construction of 1 block of
communal latrine with six sits have fully completed in Megado and the construction of 1 communal
latrine in Dillo camp is underway. The remaining planned activities will be implementing in the
upcoming months.
In connection with this, at Megado settlement for teacher’s resident one communal latrine with four
sits have constructed and made ready for use.

Fig.4. Constructed communal latrine for Megado pre-school in 2017
ix.
Grinding mill house construction
In 2017 ANE plan to facilitate the procurement and installation of 1 diesel grinding mill in Megado
settlement. Up to the end of June 2017 ANE constructed and made ready the corrugated iron made
mill house in Megado settlement. The grinding mills have purchased and installed and start
operation in the month of August 2017.
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Fig.5 Constructed mill house and installation of desiel grinding mill in 2017

x.

Solar light distribution

In the month of August 2017 ANE in collaboration with ARRA Moyalle field office made
discussion with the Refugee Central committee (RCC) on the quantities of the solar lanterns that
provided from UNHCR and give training how to use the solar lanterns. UNHCR provided only
415 Solar lanterns, thus to fill the gap ANE purchase 315 solar lanterns from the local market.
Accordingly, ANE provided 740 solar lanterns to all 740 Refugee HHs at both settlements.

xi.

Energy saving stove

In the month of December 2017 based on the planned, ANE procured and distibuted 740 energy
saving stove which is 472 in Megado and 258 in Dillo refugee settlements. The distribution were
undertaken in the presence of delegate from ARRA and refugee central committee.

Fig-During energy saving stove distribution in Dillo and Megado Settlements 2017

xii.

Supporting person with specific need

With the objective of this service is to improve the life of persons with specific needs. With this
purpose, 200 elders and persons with specific needs planned to get the service in 2017.
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The selected persons with specific needs include elderly people, people with visual impairment,
people with moving difficulties, People living with HIV /AIDS patients, poor widows, orphans
and vulnerable children.
Having conducted thorough of assessment in June 2017, ANE in collaboration with ARRA and
RCC committee 8 cattle (4 at Megado and 4 at Dillo Refugee settlements) and 4 goats in Megado
were slaughtered and the meat was distributed to all Refugee HHs in both camps based on family
size. The assistanced refugee include :- 45 people living with diabilities , 122 elderlys and 34
orphan children.
Based on this in the onth of October 2017, ANE program staff take 3 children with hearing
impirment to Hawassa referal hospital for medical traetment and out of which one children made
ear surgery the other two take treatment and provide mediciene .
Similarlly in the month of November, 2017 ANE continued its intervention and provide
readmend cloths for 106 person living with specific need.

Fig 6. During cloth distribution for elders and disables in Megado and Dillo refugee settelemnts

Fig 7. During cloth distribution for Orphans and disables in Megado refugee settelemnts
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Fig 8. During children taking meadical treatmnt in Hawassa Referal hospital
ANE through its Mega Field office hire 4 incentive workers and engage in supporting and treatment
of elder’s and sick in Dillo and Megado settlements.

Fig.9 Supporting Elders in Megado refugee camp in 2017

xiii. Maintenance of constructed shelter in 2015
In the month of November 2017, ANE maintained the identified 130 shelters in both settlements.
The activities have been undertaken in collaboration with the refugee themselves and the hired
carpenter included full and partial maintenance some of the shelter need full maintenance some
of the shelter only need small maintenance.
Additional activities
a. Protien Supplement
In the month of September 2017 ANE in collaboration with Turkish Dianet foundation provide
1500 sheeps for 1,500 refugee and sorounding vulnerable host community for their protien
supplement. The provision of sheep wereundertaken in the presence of deleget from ARRA
Moyale branch, Turkish Dianet Foundation, ANE HQ and RCC. The distribution were
undertaken based on their family size.
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b. Supplementary food distribution
In the month of July one of the activities that carried out by ANE field staffs are provision of
supplementary food for refugees in Dillo and Megado settlements. This activity is carried out by
ANE by its own budget. The supplementary food consists wheat flour, rice and sugar. A total of
74.1 quintals of wheat flour, 74.1 quintals of rice and 23 quintals of sugar have provided as per
their family
size.
Flours

Rice

Sugar

Megado

48.10

48.10

15.20

Dillo

26

26

7.80

Fig . 10 Provision of supplemenetary food in Dillo and Megado settelement
c. World Environmental Day and World Refugee Day Celebration at Dillo and Megado
ANE Mega branch office in collaboration with ARRA Moyalle field office jointly facilitated
celebration of world Refugee day in June 2017 with active participation of Kenyan Borena
Refugees and hosting community members in Dillo and Megado settlement, with the motto of
“We stand together with Refugee”
World Refugee Day and world environmental day was celebrated in Dillo and Megado Kenyan
Borena Refugee settlements on 20th of June, 2017. The activities undertaken during ceremony
included. Provision of Animal fodder
In the beginning of 2nd quarter the situation was getting sever in drought prone areas, therefore,
in the month of April ANE provided animal fodder to drought-affected refugees and host
communities in Dillo and Megado Settlement to abate the situation. The animal fodder has been
distributed to the refugee and surrounding host community is 300 bales out of which 200 bales
were distributed to the refugee communities and 100 bales for host communities. The
distribution has been undertaken in collaboration with ARRA branch office.
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2. GAMBELLA REGION IN JEWI, TERKIDI, NGUNYYIEL AND
PAMDONG REFUGEE CAMPS
In 2017, ANE signed a tripartite agreement with UNHCR and ARRA to implement new and
ongoing planned activities such as permanent water system operation in Jewi camp, water
trucking operation in Ngunyyiel camp, construction of gravel road in Ngunyyiel camp,
construction of transitional shelter in Terkidi camp and related activities to be implemented to
only about 173,274 south Sudanese refugees hosted in Jewi, Terkidi and Nguneyyiel camps
respectively from 1stJanuary to 31st December 2017.
As an emergency work, ANE involving in relocation of South Sudanese refugees from
Gambella (Pagak) to Assosa Gure-shabola camp. Since the number of refugees in Gambella
refugee camps are increasing exponentially there is a need for UNHCR and ARRA to
relocate the refugees in other stable camps like Assosa refugee camps. Due to this from the
beginning of April 2017, ANE was assigned to provide WASH and Infrastructure facilities in
METU and GHIMBI Way stations and at Bonga, Bedele and Arjo stop over sites.

i.

Shelter and Infrastructure in Terkidi refugee camp

The influx of new arrived refugees in Gambella Region have increased the need for
settlement land since the beginning of September 2016. The shelter gap in Terkidie is huge
as most of the households reside in transitional shelters (Bajaj and UNHCR family tents). To
meet this demand in 2017 ANE plan to construct 450 transitional shelter in Terkidi refugee
camp. Out of which 100 Transitional shelters for vulnerable group and 350 transitional
shelters through community participation at Terkidi refugee camp which is hosting 69,597
refugees.
a. Transitional Shelter construction in Terkidi(450)
 As per the 2017 PPA ANE plan to construct 450 transitional shelters in Terkidi camp
out of which 312 transitional shelter constructed and the remaining 138 T-shelters not
constructed due to absence of proper place. The constructed 312 Transitional-shelters
is made up of eucalyptus pol and bamboo walling with internal and external mud
plastering, the roof have been cover with plastic sheet and ANE have been working to
finalize the remaining work of grass thatching of the roofs through community
mobilization of the beneficiary refugees.
 Shelter evaluation with UNHCR technical personnel from Gambella and Addis is held
and the feedback was good.
N.B. From the given 450 transitional shelters only 312 T-Shelters are constructed. The
remaining 138 is pending due to the lack of proper places in the camp to construct the
shelters. Therefore, ANE in consultation with UNHCR/ARRA Technical persons shift the
budget from the remaining 138 Transitional-shelters to engage the emergency Bajaj and tents
for the newly established Pamdong camp.
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b. Transitional Shelter construction in Nguenyyiel refugee camp (300)
Due to the recent influx 30,000 additional refugees relocated from Pakag entry point to
Ngunyyiel camp. Based on this , UNHCR , ARRA and ANE the amended plan in late
November 2017, and ANE take part to construct additional 300 transitional shelter in
Ngunyyiel refugee camp based on this the following activities are ongoing
 Surveying, Pit excavation, frame and roof work with plastics sheet,, bamboo walling ,
internal and external mud plastering, door production have been completed for 300
Transitional shelter and the ANE have been working to finalize the remaining work of
grass thatching of the roofs through community mobilization of the beneficiary
refugees.

Fig. 1 During Grass thatching in Ngunyyiel refugee camp 2017
c. Emergency activities in Pamdong reception center
Following the incoming new influx in Gambella regional state, there was a need to set proper
residence place for south Sudanese refugees in collaboration with ARRA, UNHCR and other
implementing partners, to do so, Pamdong reception center was opened to serve as a
temporary shielding point. Therefore, basic WASH, shelter and infrastructure facilities has to
be provided for these asylum seekers. With this regard, ANE implement the following
activities:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleared and opened 1km access road in Pamdong transit center.
Erect 400 family tents in the new transit center Pamdong ,
Construct 200 emergency shelters Bajaj’s ,
Construct foundation for solar light panels, Foundation for Solar post; 1x1.5x3 meter
height sign boards
Support movement of light vehicles when they stuck at some spots
Provide proper drainage structure for blocked water in this new transit center,
Pandong.
Spot maintenance for the existing 20 km road at Nguenyyiel refugee camp and 70
meter road maintenance in Kule refugee camp.
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•

To deal with the seasonal condition and swampy ground formation of pamdong transit
center Selective site improvement work have been done by ANE using two machines
(Loader and back loader).

ii. Construction of Gravel Road in Ngunyyyiel Camp
a. Access Road construction in Negunyyiel camp (5km)
Ngunyyiel camp was established recently and there is no access road with in and inside the
camp. Therefore, in 2017 ANE take part to construct 5Km access road inside the camp. In the
month of June, 2017, the site handover to ANE. However, the Plan as per 2017 PPA =5km,
but as per our GPS reading, the site hand over is near to 4.77 and exact measurement in all
over the stretch will jointly done. Up to the end of July 2017 the construction of 5km road in
zone A, B & C are completed with required quality.
b. Access Road construction In Ngunnyiel camp (7km)
In late November ANE take part to construct 7km access road inside Ngunyyiel camp and
construction of 10 culvert. Based on this up to the end of December 2017, ANE completed
the construction of 7KM access road through dumping 1st and 2nd layer selected material
spread and compaction completed.
 The road is showered pre and post compaction to give the soil good strength while
compaction.
 Soil compaction test was held in collaboration with UNHCR and ANE.
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Fig 2. Constructed access road and culvert in Negunyyiel refugee camp in 2017
c. Road maintenance work in Ngunyyiel camp(3km)
The 20km access road that constructed by ANE in 2016, which connect Terkidi refugee camp
to Ngunyyiel refugee camp need maintenance. Therefore ANE in consultation with UNHCR
and ARRA in the month of November 2017 plan to maintain 3km road. Based on this the
following activities have been done: Re shaping/shaving of the existing road bed and compaction is completed for 3km.
 Material dumping is completed for 3km.
 Spreading material and compaction is completed for 2.6km.
 288 Sino trucks of selected materials are used to maintain the existing road on some
heavily damaged spots. Maintenance road 58 of them is the new road.
 Construction material like sand, aggregate and stone is dumped for 8 structure.
 Excavation is completed for three structures.
 Back fill and compaction of the foundation is completed for two structure.

iii.

Permanent Water Supply System in Jewi Refugee Camp

In 2017, ANE have taken over the operation and maintenance work of the permanent water
system in Jewi camp. Based on this from 1st January -31st December, 2017 the production,
treatment and provision of water through permanent water supply system continued. ANE
has been distributing on average 14-16 litter of potable water per person per day have been
produced and distributed for 58,468 refugees in Jewi camp and surrounding host
communities, ARRA office and other institution in Jew camp.
a. Accomplished Water supply activities
 Production, treatment and provision of water through the permanent water supply
system continued as usual.
 Water quality monitoring at the treatment plant, central storage 1, central storage
2(DRC storage), at the tap stands and household levels are continued as usual.
 Water quality, production and other daily relevant information are arranged distinctly.
 Servicing filter elements(oil filter, fuel filter, air cleaner and water-fuel separator) of
pumps and generators as per the service shedule.
 Daily routine turbidity test for the raw water is on progress.
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 Daily routine treatment of raw water with Aluminum Sulfate, Lime and Chlorine is on
progress according to the daily turbidity and PH values of the raw water.
 Batch chlorination and monitoring of the FRC and PH value at storage, treatment plant,
water points and Household level is continued.
 Distribution schedule for system -2 continued as usual.
 Monthly bases 570 m3 of treated water is supplied for ARRA
 Monthly bases 269 m3 of treated water is supplied for the host community.
 Monthly bases 26,127 m3 of treated water is supplied for the refugee community.
 Monthly bases 839 m3 of treated water is distributed for the institutions at jewi refugee
camp.
 14-16 litter /person/day is the average crude per capital consumption in the camp.

b. Water Quality Monitoring
Water quality is continuously monitored at the treatment plant, central storage 1, central
storage 2(DRC storage), at the tap stands and household levels are continued as usual and the
results are summarized as follows.
Type of Test







Result

Average FRC at central storage 1& 2

0.8mg/lit

Average FRC at tap stand

0.5 mg/lit

Average FRC at house hold level

0.3 mg/lit

Average raw water PH

7.2

Average PH after sedimentation

7.1

Average Raw water Turbidity

450 NTU

The treated water turbidity is maintained

< 5 NTU

Total Amount of Aluminum sulfate used

4882 kg

Total Amount of lime used

2155 kg

Total Amount of Chlorine used

84.1 kg

c. Maintenance works
Routine maintenance of the distribution line and at tap stands undertaken and and as a
result the water supply service did not face interruption due to brakege and
malfunctionings of the supply lines.
Three nonfunctional water points due to torn out of Roto installed in Jewi kebele is
maintained.
HDPE distribution pipe is welded in Jewi kebele.
160mm diameter HDPE pressure pipe welded at three location along the route from
TP to CS1 due to busting of pipe line at week joint.
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 Chlorine doser using bucket is installed along the pipe line route from TP to Jewi
Kebele to facilitate batch chlorination for the host community water suuply.
 One P4 pump maintained by fixing fuel injector nozzle problem.
 Identifing good pumps from ARRA and servicing them to make them fully functional
is completed and 2 water pumps became partially functional and further maintenance
is planned.
 Quantifing basic filter elements and spare parts to be procured in addis level.
 Maintained the malfunctioned generator at the treatment plant in collaboration with
Ries Engineering technical staffs, but the Breaker was out of order and ANE team
order new breaker which will fit with the existing Generator. Unfortunately the new
breaker didn’t fit with the generator and we modify the breaker by welding metal
plate to fit with the generator.
 The Problem with the control panels at the treatment plant and central storage is
identified and the team request the components/spares to be procured from Addis.
 One control panel is maintained by Ries Engineering and returns after it is
maintained.
 The door of Jewi main warehouse is maintained with CIS.
 Fuel mini stock at the treatment plant is constructed to segregate fuel form pumps.
 Mini store construction to stock aluminum sulfate in more secure place is completed
at the intake site.
Fittings used for the installation of Roto (storage reservoirs), distribution line and at tap
stands are tabulated below.
Sr.no Description(
Items unit
changed)
1
GI 2" gate valve
Pcs

Qty.
used
8

2

GI 2" Union

Pcs

4

3

GI 2" nipples

Pcs

4

4

GI 1"gatevalve

Pcs

4

5

HDPE 63mm male Pcs
adaptor

2

6

GI 2" elbow

Pcs

2

7

HDPE 90mm female Pcs
adaptor

1

8

GI reducer 3"x2.5"

Pcs

1

9

GI nipples 2.5"

Pcs

1

10

HDPE 75mm female Pcs
adaptor

1

11

GI reducer 2.5x1"

1

Pcs

Location.

Remark

@Zone B IMC
compound, Zone
C ARRA school,
Zone D IMC
compound and at
Jewi kebele.

18

12

HDPE 32mm male Pcs
adaptor

1

13

Self closing foucet ¾” pcs

34

14

GI reducer 1”x ¾”

Pcs

9

15

GI gate valve 1”

Pcs

7

Zone A,B,C and
D
Zone A,B,C and
D
Zone B,C and D

16
17
18

HDPE socket 32mm
GI Tee 1”
Saddle Clamp
110x32mm

Pcs
Pcs
Pcs

2
2
2

Zone B and D
Zone C and D
Jewi kebele

19

GI gate valve 1”

Pcs

2

Jewi kebele

20

GI Nipples 1”

Pcs

2

Jewi kebele

21

HDPE female adaptor
32mm

Pcs

4

Jewi kebele

22

HDPE reduced tee
110x90mm

pcs

1

@TP compound

23

HDPE adaptor 90mm

pcs

2

@TP compound

24

3” GI Nipples

pcs

2

@TP compound

25

3” GI gate valve

pcs

1

@TP compound

26

2” GI gate valve

pcs

2

Host community

2” GI gate valve

pcs

2

Zone D, ARRA
school

@wp23,15,13,1,5,10,9,19
,8,24,25,12 and 20
@wp23,15,13,5,12 and 20
@wp-23,15,1 ,20 and at
jewi kebele
@wp1
@wp5 and 12
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
At Treatment Plant for
chlorine doser bucket
installation.
For outlet riser pipe

Items Changed/serviced for pumps and generators.
S.No Items
changed

Quantity UoM

location

Machine Type

Remark

19

1.

Oil filter

01

Pcs

Treatment plant

Generator 1

2.

Oil filter

01

Pcs

Intake

P4 pump

3.

Engine Oil

12.5

Liter

Treatment plant

Generator 1

4.

Engine Oil

03

Liter

Intake site

P4 pump

5.

Fuel filter

02

Pcs

Treatment plant

Generator 1

6.

Engine Oil

12.5

Liter

Treatment plant

Generator 2

7.

Engine Oil

07

Liter

Central storage

Generator 1

Fig 3- During pressure pipe line welding from TP to CS1

Fig 4 .Installation of Roto in Jewi kebele & ARRA compound with a budget support from IOCC

iv.

Water Trucking Operation in Negunyyiel Refugee Camp

In 2017 ANE aims to provide potable water within acceptable range of daily supply to South
Sudanese Refugees hosted in Nuginnyel camps. Nuginnyel refugee camp has no supply of
water source near the camp. Therefore, ANE will supply water to this camp through water
trucking until permanent water system is constructed.
 Working jointly with key partners in the camp to improve the water trucking
monitoring is ongoing
 Tracking the movements of the water trucks both at the water source and at the water
delivery points in the camp is ongoing.
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 The logistical arrangement of the fleets that deliver water in the camp is scheduled
based on the daily demand of the refugees obtained directly through WaSHCO
members at each water point.
 Now ANE is supplying potable water using 21 water bowsers and strive to meet the
potable water demand in the camp.
 In average 13.2 little /person/day is the per capita demand in Jewi camp.
 1,099,837 liters of potable water is delivered on a daily basis.
 ANE supply water not only for the refugees but also for Health centers, Institutions
and other Implementing partners.
The field offices of ARRA and UNHCR Gambella staff have been monitoring and
supervising the provision of potable water supply through water trucking. On average ANE
provide 13.6 liters of potable water per person per day to about 84, 0000 refugees in
Negunyyiel Refugee camps. The water trucking operation is done.
v.
Construction of HCB wall Latrine block
In the month of June, 2017 ANE construct one block of two stance (male and female) latrine
with flash system permanent HCB walls and cesspool for collection of waste. Including
1000-liter overhang tank for water storage at Ngunyyiel camp.
In the month of October2017 finishing work of the VIP flush system latrine which is found in
UNHCR’s compound in Nguenyiel Camp is completed with ceramic floor finish and gypsum
wall plastering and painting. The toilet is formally Handed Over to UNHCR and ARRA.

Fig 5. During latrine finishing work t in Ngunyyiel refugee camp
vi.

Emergency Activities in Gimbi and Metu Way Station

a. Assessment and construction works at way stations
In April, 2017 ANEs WASH and Shelter team traveled to Gimbi to conduct an assessment for
the relocation of refugees from Gambella (Pagak) to Assosa refugee camps. After
consultation with UNHCR and ARRA the plan rout from Pakag to Assosa by passing through
Metu and Gimbi town. Up to the end of September, 2017 about 4,000 south Sudanese refugee
relocated from Pagak to Asosa.
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With these regard to the relocation of the new refugees, ANE implementing different
activities related with facility provisions for refugees in two-way station sites and three stops
over towns. The following are major activities that have been implemented so far: •

•

•

•

In order to provide potable waters to relocating refugees ANE implementing the water
trucking operation by installing two water tankers one water tanker at each way station and
four water taps (2 in Metu 2 in Gimbi way stations).
From 1st May-30th September 2017, ANE supplying water through water trucking to
relocated refugee during the convoy.
N.B the Assosa refugee camps are far and not popular, thus, refugees didn’t want to go far
from their relatives the relocation process is not happening regularly, though ANE is
providing basic WASH facilities for the refugees during relocation
Four Roto tanker each with 10,000littr capacity installed in Gimbi and Metu way stations
and Four water tab each with 6 faucets installed and made ready for use in Gimbi and Metu
way stations
100hectars of land site clearing and demolishing work have been completed in Metu way
station
b. Emergency latrine and Shower

ANE constructed and made ready for use 22 blocks of emergency latrines each with 4 sits
and hand washing facilities in the two-way station (5 at Metu & 5 at Gimbi) and in the 3
stop over towns (4 at Bonga, 4 at Bedele & 4 at Arjo).
Similarly, 10 blocks of showers each with 4 stances have been constructed in the two-way
stations (5 at Metu & 5 at Gimbi). Therefore, ANE enabling refugee get Sanitation and
Hygiene services at 2-way station (Metu and Gimbi) and at 3 stop over towns (Bonga,
Bedele & Arjo) to the newly relocated refugees since 29 April, 2017. In connection with
this, the routine activity of cleaning the latrines and sanitation activities are ongoing and
provision of cleaning detergents and soap before and after the convoy is continued. 20-liter
jerry-cans fitted with taps also provided.
In Gimbi way station






Construction of access ramp is completed
Water tank stand plat form construction completed.
Drainage work around toilet are completed.
Shower block maintenance is completed.
Concrete Pipe manufacturing for ramp construction are already finished
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Fig. 6 Constructed latrine and routine activity of cleaning at Gimbi way station
In Metu way station
 Construction of feeding shed is completed.
 Construction of CRI store at Metu way station - ANE has a plan to construct one
CRI store (7*20* 3 m) with wooden pallet in Metu way station. Based on this this in
the month of July 2017 the construction of CRI store fully completed.
 Select material spreading inside the compound completed
 Drainage work inside the compound completed.
Additional Activities
 ANE take part to implement the site leveling and compaction work for the constructing 8
Mobile storage centers (4 at Metu and 4 at Gimbi town way stations) that have
implementing by WFP. However, the site leveling work in Metu is difficult because the
original land is hard rock and it is difficult to excavate. Thus, ANE take other option
which is constructing masonry wall on the three lower elevations directions and the
planned masonry volume is constructed. In connection with in Metu site leveling and
compunction work for 4 Mobile Storage Unit have been completed. Therefore, 4,712 M3
selected material in Metu and Gimbi produced and site leveling, back feeling, masonry
work, compact work and pavement work have been completed for the construction of 8
Mobile storage centers (rub-halls) in Metu and Gimbi.
 In Metu way station excavation of 2792M3 of borrow, 348 m3 of masonry work, 2792m3
of back fill and compaction, 430m3 stone pitching, 300m3 quarry materials
compacted/spread work completed and also in Gimbi way station 1920m3 borrow
excavation for selected material production, 1920m3 back filling work, 508m3 of stone
pitching, 300m2 pavement work and 300m3 quarry material compacted and spread work
completed.
 Similarly, ANE completed the filling, compaction and leveling work of the three Mobile
Storage Unit in Gimbi site through damping selective material using 50 truckers with
16m3 capacity. On both way stations, 860m Drainage line work constructed around 8
Rub-halls in Gimbi and Metu way stations.
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Fig 7. Gimbi way station after finishing the two MSU leveling works.

 In the month of June, 2017 ANE demolish damaged 10hangers rooms (20*10 meter) at
the reception center to identified site behind UNHCR Nguenyyiel office and the materials
are stored properly.
 ANE completed the cleaning inside area of UNHCR compound and provide 200mm thick
of compacted select material. Provide additional 32 cubic of crushed aggregate to be
spread on the top of compacted select material. Cleaning, spreading, compacting and
spreading gravel on the leveled UNHCR compound is finished according to the
specification given.

Fig 7. Clearing, spreading and compacting selected material at UNHCR compound
 ANE had constructed 20 km gravel road at Nguenyyiel camp on 2016 budget and
complete and handover all route in 2017. But, the road needs maintenance so
UNHCR/ARRA request ANE to do the job on some point and ANE perform the
activity.
 Celebration of World Environmental Day ANE Gambella sub office in
collaboration with UNHCR and ARRA sub offices and other IPs jointly facilitated
celebration of world Refugee day in June 2017 with active participation of south
Sudanese Refugees in Negunyyiel camp, with the motto of “We stand together with
Refugee The event was celebrated on the presence of 1) Ato Zeynu Jemal (Deputy
director of ARRA). 2) Dr. Workineh Gebeyeh; (Ministry of foreign affairs )
3) Mr. Flippo Grandi (The UN High commissioner) 4) Clementine Nkwata selame
(Country representative of UNHCR for Ethiopia) and other High government officials
and representatives of IPs at Gambella Nguenyyiel Refugee camp.
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 Maintenance of existing 20 km road
 Damaged road cross section is maintained by spreading selected material,
leveling with the road alignment and compacted by using machine.
 Dislocated hydraulic structure is filled with selected material, leveled and
compacted to give the structure high resistance strength against heavy vehicles
friction force.
 Drainage channel are excavated around the road on which water can’t flow.
 Construction of six (6) additional speed breakers are completed.
Challenges
 Malfunctioning of pumps and Generators.
 Delaying of spare part and Pump procurement.
 Luck of pump and generators spare parts in our stock.
 Some of the road area is difficult to have a de-tour/ service road because of swampy
area.
 Mechanical problem with the road machines like graders and loaders.
 The community was not willing to cooperate, when ANE team trying to launch grass
thatching.

Measures Taken
 Quantifying the relevant spare parts for pumps and generators and send to HQ to get
the procurement and stock them accordingly.
 Waiting for the right time to excavate the area and make it ready for de-tour.
 Continuous communication is held between the suppliers and ANE to have spares for
the malfunctioned ones.
 Continuous communication is held between ARRA, RCC and ANE to sensitize the
community and launch the grass thatching
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3. BENISHANGUL- GUMUZ REGION IN GURE-SHAMBOLA,
BAMBASI, AND SHERKOLE REFUGEE CAMPS
As per the agreement with UNHCR and ARRA Action for the Needy in Ethiopia (ANE) is
engaged in the establishment of the new camp assisting south Sudanese refugees in GureShembole camp Asosa, Benishangul Gumuz Region.
Based on the information from UNHCR/ARRA, Gure-Shembola refugee camp is expected to
accommodate about 15,200 relocated South Sudanese refugees from Pagak entry point
passing through Gambella.
ANE Asossa Field Coordination office is involved in construction of communal latrine and
WASH service at Mendi stopover town, construction of emergency shelter, footbridges and
site clearing in the reception center. These activities have been implemented since April
2017.
Ten convoys of refugee were relocated from Pagak entry point passing through Gambella –
Metu - Gimbi and Gure-Shambola. Up to end of August 2017 more than 2,500 South
Sudanese refugees have been relocated.
A. Shelter, Road and Infrastructure Construction
ANE Assosa field coordination office start operating at Gure-Shembola refugee camp since 8th,
April 2017 and initially plan to implement the site demarcation work, construction of emergency
shelter, access road and clearing site for the refugee reception area for the newly relocating south
Sudanese Refugee in Gura-Shembola camp.
Accordingly, in the first phase, ANE completed the following activities
 Demarcation of 55 Hectare land for emergency shelter construction at the newly
established Gure-shembola camp are completed
 Emergency Shelter Construction- ANE constructed the Structure of 500 Emergency
shelter at Gure-shembola are completed (out of which 365 emergency shelters
covered with plastic sheet and hand over to the relocated south Sudanese refugee. In
connection with in the month of November 2017, ANE to support the 43HH relocated
from Tsore refugee camp handover the previously constructed 43 Emergency shelter
covered with plastic sheets.
 Opening and cleaning of 2km road around the new refugee camp is completed
 2400M3Select material produced and damped
 Spreading and compaction of the select material for selected 2km of the road has
completed
 Spreading of 1232M3 selected material, compaction of the spread materials and
shaping the edges for smooth drainage.
 Clearing of 800M2 road at reception center for purpose of bus parking and damping
of 1232M3 selected material, compaction of the spread materials and shaping the
edges for smooth drainage expanded for bus parking area
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 Installed four traffic sign posts on the way to Gure-Shembola at main road side, to
instruct the drivers to slow down their speed to 30K/H when they are close to the new
refugee camp.
 Pipe Culvert construction - Two concrete pipe culverts constructed and made ready
for around newly constructed road
 Military base formation works two hectares of land have leveled and compaction
work completed and hand over to the military camps.
 Bridge Construction ANE in consultation with UNHCR and ARRA constructed and
made ready for use 2-foot bridges in the length of 15M and 40M (15M foot bridge
between reception center and Zone-A and 40M foot bridge between Zone-A and
Zone-B) inside Gure-Shambola refugee camp.
Table-1.: Activity Status of Projects in Gure-Shombola Refugee Camp preformed
from April-June
N
o
1
2
3
4

Project

Unit

Road construction (2Km)
Foot bridge construction (#2)
Culvert construction (#2)
Emergency shelter construction
(#500)

%
%
%
%

5

Installation of (#4) Traffic sign post %
and (#9) Bus Sign posts
Military base formation by two %
hectares of land have leveling and
compacting
Reception area parking expansion
%

6

7

Quarter
Plan
100%
100%
100%
90%

Status Remark
100%
100%
100%
91%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

408 shelters are covered
with plastic sheet and
handover to the refugee.

Fig.1. Constructed Foot Bridge in Gure shembola refugee camp, in 2017

ii. WASH Service at Mendi stopover Town
In response to relocating refugees from Gambella (pagak) to Asosa Camp, ANE Asosa field
office engaged in the facilitation of WASH supports in Mendi stop over town which refugees
taking rest for 15 minutes on their way to Gure-Shembola camp. Mendi WASH serves has
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served for around 4,000 refugees during successive 14 conveys. The services given in this
stopover town includes: •

•
•
•
•

Five blocks of corrugated iron sheet covered emergency communal latrine each with
five seats and 10 hand washing facilities constructed and made ready for use in
Mendi stop over town
Constructed one solid waste disposal pit in Mendi stop over town,
Purchased and installed one Roto water tanker with 2,000ltr capacity having pipe line
for each latrine
Provision of hygiene and sanitation materials detergent, bedpan for babies, soft
tissues, soap and provide water to the sanitation and hygiene purpose.
Employee two cleaner to facilitate WASH service and four temporary guards were
hired

Table :2 WASH activities in Mendi stop over town from May 3- August 31st 2017
No Activity description

Unit

Annual
Plan

Total
accomplishment

Status % Remark

1

No

1

1

100%

No

5

5

100%

No

1

1

100%

Per
convoy

Lump sum

Ongoing when 100%
there a convoy

2
3
4

Purchase and
installation of water
tanker
Construction of
latrine
Construction of
solid waste pit
Supplying sanitary
materials and water
during convoy
arriving

As per the plan, the first phase of camp establishment work is completed and moved to the
second phase. Based on ANEs experience in the past, UNHCR and ARRA Assosa Sub-office
have requested ANE to undertake the second phase activities include transitional shelter
construction in Gure-shambola road maintenance work at Sherkole refugee camp and slab
bridge construction in Bambasi refugee camp and other infrastructure works.
2nd phase implementation work since July,2017 ANE start the implementation work of the
Second phase major construction activities such as; supplying of construction material for
construction of #470 Transitional shelter, #1 store and #1 proto type Transitional shelter are
accomplished. The over second phase Emergency and Development project activities are
described below:1. Speed Bump Construction- in the month of August 2017 ANE constructed 16
speed bumps by selected material around the camp and also construction of two
speed bump sign posts were installed at beginning and end of the refugee camp.
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2. Forde Construction- up to the end of September 2017 1 improvement of the
existing constructed forde is improve by covering the top layer with reinforced
concrete and the second new Forde construction were fully completed.

Fig.2 Fored Construction at Reception area in Gure-Shombola Refugee Camp
3. Parking area improvement and military base road constructionthe
construction work of walking way to ARRA and refugee screening center are
completed. And 1 Forde were constructed on the way to Military base. Selected
material production started by deploying one excavator machine and road site
clearing around the military base and the parking area is completed. Besides, more
than 2160M3 selected material have been produced and transported from
production site to the road construction area. And also, Spreading and compaction
of 2160M3 supplied select material over 0.5km military based road and entrance
road for parking area. As well, formation of green area together with planting
different type of seedling round the parking area have been completed and
installation of two signboard.

Fig 3 Parking area improvement and road openig around Military base
4. Check dam Construction- to reduce erosion around the side of the road on this
camp 50 checking dam where constructed by using waste eucalyptus pole.
5. Education Material Support- in the month of September 2017, ANE provide
educational material supports for about 147 vulnerable children in Gure-Shombola
kebele. The distributed educational material includes: - #1764 exercise book, #147
panes and panicles each and 147 eraser and sharp each from its own budget.
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The overall projects accomplishment for month of September at Gure-Shombola
are summaries in the table below-

Fig 4 Educational material support in Gure-Shambola
vulnerable student in 2017

host community

6. Transitional shelter Construction- in the month of August 2017 one prototype
shelter has been constructed. As per amended PPA ANE plan to construct 470
Transitional-shelter in Gure–shambola. Over all up to end of November, 2017,
380 T-shelter are constructed from this 260 fully completed, 105 T-shelter read
for walling and the reaming 105 t-shelter are on different construction stage. With
community participation more than 100 shelter mud plastering wor is
accomplished on this month.
Table-3: transitional shelter status in Gure-shambola refugee camps 2017

Item
1
2
3

Description of
Work
Large size
Shelter
Mid-size Shelter
Small size
Shelter

Total

Total number of
T-shelter planned Status %
250

100%

200

100%

20

100%

470

100+%

Remark

5 Transitional shelter
constructed to Host
community
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Table-4 Performance period of July-November 2017 project in Gure-Shombola Refugee
Camp
N
o

Activity description

1

Construction store site at GureShambola

2

Construction Transitional shelter
at Gure-Shambola

3
4

5

Construction emergency shelter
at Gure-Shambola
'Improvement work at the
parking area and drainage work
around the shelters
Construction .5km road at GureShombola

6

Installation of traffic sing

7

Construction speed bump

8

Construction of Masonry ford

Unit

Ls

Annual
plan

Annual
accomplish

Remark
%

1

1

100

No

470

475

100+

No

300

-

-

Ls

1

1

Km

.5

.5

100

No

6

6

100

No

24

18

75

No

2

2

100

100

Completed
5 T-shelter
constructed to host
community
The budget is
shifted
Completed

Completed
Completed
The existing speed
pump is enough
Completed

ANE construct one prototype transitional shelter the wall is made of mud plaster and the roof
cover with Corrugated iron sheet.

Fig .5. Transitional Shelter under construction in Gure-Shombola Refugee Camp 2017
7.

Maintenance work in Sherkole Refugee Camp

In June, 2017 ANE engaged in the maintenance of 150meter long by 8 meter width road,
which is located at Sherkole refugee camp at ARRA sub office around the biometric center.
The main activities comprise supply of masonry stone, selected materials and site clearing
work. Moreover, the activity continuing by starting laying masonry pavement stone up to
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150m long of the road. Up to the end of October 2017 the overall construction work is
completed.

Fig 6. Road maintenance at Sherkole Refugee Camp
8. Bambasi Refugee Camp
In addition to the above infrastructure activities, ANE take part the construction of the slab
bridge at Bambasi refugee camp. For the successful implementation of this project ANE
under take assessment on the condition of exiting bridge, method of demolishing of the
existing bridge and materials availability for the construction of new bridge were done in the
month of June 2017. Following the end of rain season ANE started the Bambasi refugee
camp slab bridge construction on month of September, by one store construction near to the
where bridge constructed, for storing construction material like cement and bid is publicized
for purchase of required material for the construction of the bridge.
This activities is also continue on month of November by implementing the following major
activities
 By deploying one excavator machinery the existing bridge has demolished
 One store have been constructed near to the new bridge
 Site clearing and setting out new foundation for the new bridge are accomplished by
using the excavator
 One detour foot bridge are constructed near to the new bridge construction area,
which will be used as walk way till the construction of the slab bridge completed and
functional.
 By deploying one mixer lean two concrete foundation work are completed
 From the two masonry abutment, which the first side is constructed up to 4meter
high( reaming with 1meter) and the other side which is 6meter high, 3.3 meter
masonry wall is constructed .
Considering the above major accomplishment up to the end of December, 2017, the
construction work of Slab Bridge is estimated be 100 % accomplished.
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Fig. 7 Slab bridge under construction in Bambasi refugee camp 2017
9. Road maintenance at Tongo Refugee Camp
With UNHCR and ARRA request in the month of November 2017, ANE start
implementation of 4.1km road maintenance work that connect Tongo town with Tongo
refugee camp. After proposing the required Budget for the road, ANE Rent and deploy of
machinery like excavator, grader, roller , shower truck and dump truck for this road
maintenance and overall following activities are accomplish up to the end of November
2017.
 Ripping , Clearing and compaction of the existing 4.1Km road with grader and roller
 Select material production and damping up to 1km of the total road to be maintained
 Spreading and compaction of the damped select material 4.1km is completed by using
the deployed machinery
 From 4.1km the road to be maintained, five draining structure point are identified and
required construction material are supplied

Fig 8. During 4.1km road maintenance in Tongo refugee camp in 2017
10. World Refugee Day Celebration
As it is declared by UNHCR June 20 as a world refugee day. In this year world refugee day
celebrated in Assosa level at Gure-Shambola refugee camp. All implanting partners has
participated in the celebration. With request and initiation of UHCR/ARRA Assosa sub
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office, every implementing partner who engaged in Assosa refugee camps agreed to
contributes some amount of money for the celebration of world refugee day at GureShembola Refugee Camp. Overall 53,310 ETB has collected from all IP and collaboration
with UNHCR and ARRA the collected money has distributed to the refugees based on their
family size. As one of the implementing IP ANE Assosa coordination office staffs celebrate
the
day
with
planting
the
Mango
trees
in
reception
area.
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4. SOMALI REGION IN HALAWAINI, BURAMINO AND KOBE
REFUGEE CAMPS
In August, 2017 ANE after the agreement signed with UNHCR and ARRA opened a field
coordination office in Melkadida town and start operating in the construction of 400
transitional shelter in Buramino and Hilawaini camps which is to construct 200 transitional
shelter in each camps. The plan is to implement the site demarcation work, construction of
Bamboo Transitional shelter, access road and culverts for Somali refugee.
a. Shelter construction
Initially, the transitional shelters are rectangular shape, made of using eucalyptus and Bamboo
slides, fixed with concrete foundation. The wall is made up of bamboo slide and the roof
covered with corrugated iron sheet. The major activities include digging of hole for pole
standing; construction of concrete; construct the frame structure with wood; iron sheet roofing
and covering the structure with bamboo/wood.
The construction work started in Hallowaini in 15th and in Buramino 21st of September, 2017.
After some shelters are in progress UNHCR and ARRA decided to change the shelter type
and recommend ANE to construct 1 prototype Hollo concrete block (HCB) in order to
estimate its cost. Based on this in the month of October 2017 ANE fully constructed the
prototype HCB shelter which has 6.60m X 4m size at Hellowein camp with its own cost.
Therefore, in mid-October 2017 ANE in consultation with UNHCR and ARRA made a
consensus to change the ongoing 200 transitional Bamboo shelter to 104 to Hallo concrete
block (HCB) shelter at Hilaweyni and Bur’amino camps.
Based on this arrangement in both camps the shelter construction going to be 100 bamboo
and 52 hallo concert Block (HCB) in each camps. Therefore, in Halawaini 100 Bamboo
Transitional shelter and 52 HCB Transitional shelter fully completed and handover to the
beneficiary community.
Similarly, in Buramino refugee camp ANE constructed 100 Bomboo transitional- shelter
and 52 HCB transitional shelters fully completed.

Fig.1 constructed Bamboo shelter in Kobe and Halewaini refugee camps in 2017
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Fig. 2 constructed HCB shelter in Kobe and Halawainini Refugee camps2017
b. Construction of Access Road
In regard to access road, ANE take part the construction of 5km access road in Kobe and
Halewaini Refugee camps which is 2.6km in Hilawaini and 2.4km in Kobe refugee camps.
And also 5 culverts to be constructed which is 2 in Hilawaini and 3 in Kobe refugee camps.
In consultation with UNHCR and ARRA, the culvert is more important in Kobe than
Hilawaini therefore ANE construct all 5 culverts in Kobe refugee camps. The road
construction in Kobe 2.5KM are completed and in Hillawani 2.8KM are completed totally up
to the end of November 2017 ANE completed the construction work of 5.3 KM road in both
camps.

Fig.2 construction of access road in Kobe and halawaini refugee camp in 2017
c. Construction of Air field in Melkadida
ANE in consultation with Melkadida ARRA and UNHCR sub office constructed and made
ready for use 900m length by 30m width air field or runway in Melkadida in November
2017.
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Fig.3 Constructed air field in Melkadida in 2017
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